
WATER
H2O = LIFE



• A fog screen and water  
 drops falling into a lighted  
 pool greet visitors as they      
    enter the exhibition,  
    symbolizing not only the    
    beauty and universality of 
    water, but also its scarcity  
    and fragility

• Extensive interactive   
 stations including one where  
 visitors can examine the  
 many microorganisms that  
 live in a drop of water

•  Science on a Sphere, a  
68-inch globe illuminated  
with maps and satellite 
images of Earth, dramatically 
illustrating how water is 
distributed and used   
around the world

•  Touchable sculpture of 
water in all its three states

•  Video touch screens quiz  
visitors on what they can do  
to conserve water

HIGHLIGHTS

Introductory panel of the exhibition.
Visitors enter the gallery through a fog screen where  
the word water is projected in many languages.

Water: H2O = Life examines the beauty and 

essential nature of our planet’s lifeblood, 

giving visitors a firsthand experience of the 

power and importance of water in nature 

and in our daily lives. Using fascinating 

interactives and immersive environments, 

Water illuminates many challenges related to 

humanity’s sustainable management and use 

of this life-giving, but finite, resource. More 

than 90 artifacts and models reveal the 

diverse cultural and spiritual aspects of water, 

including the role water has played in the rise 

of civilizations around the world. Live animals 

and detailed dioramas address compelling 

water-quality and availability issues facing 

societies and ecosystems around the globe, 

demonstrating how important this limited and 

precious resource truly is.   

OVERVIEW



Overview of the gallery section Life in Water. 

Interactive quiz stations suggest to visitors ways they can save 
water in their daily lives.

Scale model of a working “play pump” provides a look at one 
of the many innovative technologies being used to give people 
access to water.

A visitor explores a 3-D panel display of water bottles which 
reveals the amount of bottled water consumed by the average 
North American.

 PRESS QUOTES 

“ It is impossible to enter…and not feel 

excitement at its possibilities.” 

– The New York Times

“ Total immersion into the world of water…it is 

hard to imagine an aspect that isn’t explored.”  

– Courant.com

“ Overflows with child-friendly graphics,  

hands-on demos, and dioramas.”  

– New York Post

“ The combination of textures and sounds is 

both arresting and transporting.”  

– Philly.com

“ The world’s biodiversity is on display.” 

– NewTimesLive.com



2 BLUE PLanET 3 WaTER WORKS 

Panels, interactives, and artifacts, including 
a 1,500-year-old section of water pipe from 
Oaxaca, Mexico, follow the history of irrigation, 
damming, and irrigated agriculture, as well as 
the widespread environmental impact of putting 
water to work for us. A game-show-style quiz 
allows families to test their knowledge about 
the amount of water used to produce everyday 
products such as T-shirts or hamburgers, and 
illustrate the environmental consequences of 
our water use.

EXHIBITIOn SECTIOnS 

     Life in Water

     Blue Planet

     Water Works

     Water Everywhere and Not a Drop

     Healthy Water

     Restoring Ecosystems

     Local Story
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1 LIFE In WaTER

Visitors enter the exhibition through a shimmering 
fog screen, and water drops falling into a lighted 
pool emphasize the beauty and universality, as 
well as the scarcity and fragility, of water. Over the 
ages, plants and animals have evolved in incredible 
ways to cope with water scarcity or abundance, to 
extremes of temperature, or to life in fresh or salt 
water. Live fish and mudskippers illustrate a few of 
the ways living creatures overcome the challenges 
presented by spending life in or out of water. 
Human life, too, is examined, with exhibits that 
describe our own body-water content and daily  
water needs.

A dramatic  68-inch globe that displays maps and 
satellite images of Earth and a towering walk-
through reconstruction of a water-carved slot 
canyon give visitors an appreciation of water’s 
ability to physically sculpt our surroundings. 
Geological specimens help present the story 
of water’s origin and age on Earth, while a 
touchable sculpture displays one of water’s 
many extraordinary properties: existing in all 
three physical states at room temperature. 
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A diorama re-creates life on Cambodia’s Tonle Sap, a freshwater lake on a tributary of the 
Mekong River.

Ancient and modern water vessels from around the world.

“Three phases of water” sculpture allows visitors to interact 
with water in its ice, liquid, and vapor forms.

Young visitors arrange picture blocks into several different stories 
describing life for polar bears and people on the ice.

Science on a Sphere illustrates how water is distributed and used 
around the world and graphically describes the ceaseless, flowing 
cycle of water that goes on all around us every day.



5 HEaLTHY WaTER 

Re-creations of Mono Lake tufa towers form a 
stunning sculptural display illustrating the regen-
eration of an ecosystem, reversing the effects of 
water overconsumption. Artifacts, including a 
5,000-year-old Sumerian water jug, remind us that 
many of the world’s oldest human civilizations owe 
their existence to the life-giving waters of the 
Tigris and Euphrates Rivers. Portraits of local 
individuals who have made the commitment to 
protect and conserve water resources in inspiring 
ways and an enlightening interactive quiz suggest 
ways to save water in our daily lives, reinforcing 
the message that we are all stewards of our watery 
planet and individual action can make a difference. 

4   WaTER EVERYWHERE  
anD nOT a DROP

6   RESTORInG ECOSYSTEMS
7   LOCaL STORY

An engaging interactive in Water Everywhere 
challenges younger visitors to arrange picture 
blocks into stories describing life for polar 
bears and people on the ice, and an elaborate 
diorama re-creates life on Cambodia’s Tonle Sap, 
a freshwater lake whose remarkable ecosystem 
and culture are governed by the seasonal pulse 
of monsoon floods. In Not a Drop, visitors lift a 
jug full of water — something that millions of 
women and young girls in arid countries do every 
day. Displays of ancient and modern water vessels 
show the role water has played in art and culture, 
as well as its unique ability to enrich our human 
experience. 

A video microscope reveals a few of the many 
microorganisms that can inhabit a single drop 
of water. Other interactives, including a three-
dimensional video, illustrate the impact of human 
populations on groundwater supplies and how 
seemingly solid rock can store water. A detailed 
diorama of a Great Lakes wetland highlights the 
important role that wetlands play as nature’s water 
purifiers.

A diorama of a Great Lakes wetland highlights the important  
role that wetlands play as nature’s water purifiers.

A video microscope permits visitors to examine a few of the  
many microorganisms that can inhabit a single drop of water.

A contemplative space displays examples of the role water has 
played in art and culture around the world.

Re-creations of Mono Lake tufa towers allow visitors to witness the ongoing regeneration of a magnificent ecosystem.
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Size: 7,000 square feet

Water: H2O = Life is organized by the American Museum of Natural History, New York  

(www.amnh.org), and the Science Museum of Minnesota, St. Paul (www.smm.org), in 

collaboration with the Great Lakes Science Center, Cleveland; The Field Museum, Chicago; 

the Instituto Sangari, São Paulo, Brazil; the National Museum of Australia, Canberra; the Royal 

Ontario Museum, Toronto, Canada; the San Diego Natural History Museum; and the Singapore 

Science Centre with PUB Singapore.

 

PHOTO CREDITS

The following images are © R. Mickens/AMNH: Cover: Children in fog screen; Middle: Three states 

of water, story blocks, Tonle Sap diorama, water-carrying devices; Inside right: video microscope.  

All other photos © D. Finnin/AMNH.

FOR MORE InFORMaTIOn 
 
To learn more about this and 
other exhibitions available from 
the American Museum of 
Natural History, please email 
travelingprograms@amnh.org

or visit our website at 
amnh.org/traveling


